Pamela M. Bellamy
Delta State University – Project Manager/Geospatial
Technician
Delta State University–Hall Director

Dear Hiring Manager;
I am a Hall Director and a Geospatial Technician for Delta State University. I am seeking employment in
environmental science that can both utilize the skills I have learned through training and experience as
well as further my education and career. My resume contains a detailed description of my skill. If you
are looking for a candidate who is dedicated to learning new skills, confident in their knowledge base, as
well as dedicated to furthering themselves both professionally and intellectually, then please consider
what I can offer as a candidate.
In reviewing my resume, you will note that I have research experience, administrative management, and
database building/management skills. My background includes using critical thinking to overcome
problems presented to me, utilizing all resources available to complete tasks in a timely manner, as well
as collecting and disseminating large volumes of data from a multitude of different sources in order to
accomplish and reach desired results. I have been previously tasked by the Mississippi’s Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) division of the USDA (United States Department of Agriculture)
to analyze data, develop methods to create new programs and projects, then create and report to
senior level personnel. I have been enabled with the skills and capabilities to bring a strong
interdisciplinary approach to your organization. I am a critical thinker, multi-task oriented, and
wholeheartedly love a challenge. Furthermore, I am unique because of my desire to improve myself and
make any process more efficient and effective. I am in the process of obtaining a Bachelor of Science in
Environmental Science and will continue to further my education. I have compiled reports, helped to
identify and recommend solutions to analytical problems, and disseminating data prescribed methods. I
hope to be a key player for your team.
Thank you so much for your time and consideration. I can be reached via telephone at (662)-688-6407
or via email at pmbellamy327@gmail.com. I look forward to discussing this opportunity with you
further.
Sincerely,
Pamela Bellamy

